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ABSTRACT:   
 

Blockchain is buzzword in fact technology that will going to change the way we do contracts 
yes “Smart Contract” will take over because of its decentralized system that exists between all 
involved parties, it will eliminate middleman (intermediaries) and saves time and conflicts. 
This technique will be faster, cheaper and highly secure than traditional systems which has 
many flaws. We would like to explore various possibilities for making contacts smarter with 
Blockchain which would ensures high temper proof security and to avoid various problems 
associated with contacts which ultimately may remove role of lawyer to prove its originality. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

The biggest advantage of Blockchain is its decentralized system which contains digital 

ledger which has records called as blocks, which are linked and secured with cryptography, 

thus can be called as distributed ledger of blocks which are managed by a peer-to-peer 

network collectively following certain protocols for validating each new blocks i.e. 

transactions. Blockchain-based smart contracts will promise to improve upon traditional legal 

contacts by validating and verifying the conditions of a contract to make it full proof, temper 

proof system which can be used by various organizations, government, Banks, Insurance 
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Figure: 1. Illustration of Smart Contract (Courtesy: Blockchainhub.net) 

Smart contract was introduced before bitcoin was created and it was first used by Nice 

Szabo in 1997, he is a Computer Scientist, law scholar and cryptographer, he wanted to use a 

distributed ledger to store contracts. 

 

[2] WHAT ARE SMART CONTRACTS 

Smart contracts are just like normal contracts in the real world. The only difference is 

that they are completely “digital”. Infact a smart contract is actually a tiny computer program 

that is stored inside a Blockchain. Smart contracts may help for exchange of money, shares, 

property, agreements, shares, or anything of value which requires transparency, conflict-free 

way to avoid any kind of middleman which requires trust. 

Best way to understand smart contracts with following example where you want to buy 

a property/land what you need to do any relay upon. You will be dependent on people who 

introduced you to property, their owner, surrounding people straying at property place, also 

you will be depend upon lawyers, notary officer, land record office and officers and then you 

will pay as per the documents and proof provided by them during the purchase and you need 

to wait to get your physical document of contract/agreement against your paid money. Here 

there might be probability of fraud could happened if anyone involved during transaction is 

hiding truth about property or it may be possible of duplicity of contract which may lead to 

huge fraud. 

But with Smart Contract, you just simply need carry transaction by just verifying you 

contract through smart contract which has certain defined set of rules if it agreed upon the 

ledger is updated with new property owner name and saved into distributed decentralized 

ledger which is available for verification by various parties, government which cannot be 

further modified or alter without following the whole procedure and also it must be agreed 

upon by all authorities. More so, smart contracts not only define the rules and penalties 

around an agreement in the same way that a traditional contract does, but also automatically 

enforce those obligations. Three steps procedure to make a smart contract suggested by 

blockgreeks.com is given below. 
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Figure: 2. Three step procedure to make Smart Contract (Courtesy: blockgreeks.com) 

 Smart contracts computer programs can be written on the Ethereum blockchain. Smart 

contracts can be encoded on any blockchain, but Ethereum is mostly used since it gives 

unlimited processing capability. 

  

Figure: 3. An example of smart contract on Ethereum (Courtesy: https://www.ethereum.org/token 

 

[3] CAPABILITES OF SMART CONTRACTS 

Smart contracts are capable for tracking performance in real time and also reduced cost 

incurred. Compliance and controlling happens on the fly. In order to get additional 

information about smart contract they need information oracles, which is an agent that finds 
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and verifies real-world occurrences and submits this information to a blockchain to be used 

by smart contracts which feeds the smart contract with external information. 

 Smart contracts are self-verifying which verifies the occurred transaction if valid od or 

not with set of rules to check. 

 Smart contracts are tamper resistant because of implementation of blockchain technology. 

 Smart contracts are self-executing it means they do not need any middleman to execute 

any contract because of Ethereum which enables self-executing functionality. 

 

Smart contracts can also do following needful if they get implemented they are 

1. Reduce reliance on trusted intermediaries. 

2. It heavily reduces the cost of transaction to perform contract happens. 

3. It guarantees a greater degree of security as it is blockchain based technology. 

4. It will turn all legal obligations into automated processes. 

5. Rather than trusting system, people, government, organization, etc. it can build 

trust on decentralized ledgers which is universally accepted and verified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Figure: 4. working of smart contract (Courtesy: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/smart-contracts/) 

 

[3.1] Traditional Vs Smart Contracts 

The core of contract is that it formalizes an agreement between one or more parties. Parties to 

the agreement usually commit to performing some action in exchange for something of value, 

which is contract language is called as consideration. In general, one party performs a service 

or provides a good and other party do payment in exchange for receiving good or services. 

Following are major difference between traditional contracts and smart contracts. 
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Traditional Contracts Smart Contracts 

Traditional contracts are often manual and it 

can be done on piece of paper in form of 

agreement, contract which is duly signed by 

legal authority for its validity and 

verification. 

Smart contracts are new form of contracts 

which are often done or supposed to be done 

digitally which does not involves any kind of 

middleman where contracts are digitally 

verified though a program which is digitally 

shared in decentralized ledger digitally. 

Traditional contracting generally involves 

one or more companies, a gaggle of lawyers 

and several rounds of negotiations, back and 

forth drafting phases, and then the often 

lengthy administration of the finalized 

agreement.  

Smart contracts are so named because, as 

with many technology-derived solutions, 

they are the product of computer 

programming. These computer programs, 

also called blockchain contracts or digital 

contracts, create and enforce an agreed upon 

performance between two parties, much like 

the traditional counterpart. 

The outcome of the negotiations and 

drafting process is always a detailed 

document that is signed by all relevant 

parties, and it often contains various 

attachments, addenda, and amendments. 

Smart contracts are computer-generated and 

thus it is the code itself that explains the 

obligations of the parties. In many cases, the 

parties to a smart contract are essentially 

strangers on the internet bound by this 

digitally-produced but binding agreement.  

Prior to the digital age, there were paper 

copies of these agreements that were stored 

in file cabinets, but nowadays, most versions 

are no doubt created and stored 

electronically, ideally in a sophisticated 

contract management system. 

The goal is obviously to facilitate business 

arrangements without the formality and cost 

associated with the traditional route. 

Table: 1. Comparison of traditional contract and smart contracts.  

 

[4] TYPES OF CONTRACTS 

Blockchain and smart contracts have the potential to disrupt many industries including, 

real estate, supply chain, insurance, energy, e-government, telecommunication, music & film, 

art world, mobility, education and many more. A smart contract uses cases range from simple 

to complex which is shown below. 
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Figure: 5. Smart contract use case from simple to complex (Courtesy: http://usblogs.pwc.com/emerging-

technology/how-smart-contracts-automate-digital-business//) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure: 6. Sample use cases for smart contracts (https://blockchainhub.net/blog/infographics/smart-

contracts-explained/) 

[4.1] Supply Chain 

Smart contracts will be useful in supply chain which is hampered by paper-based systems, 

where forms have to pass through numerous channels for approval, which increases exposure 

to loss and fraud. The Blockchain nullifies this by providing a secure, accessible digital 

version to all parties on the chain and automates tasks and payment said by Jeff Garzik’s. 
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[4.2] Real Estate 

With smart contract you can get more money in real estate deal because it eliminates the 

middle man which cuts the additional cost required for either buying or selling because all 

payment will be done through bitcoin and encode your contract on the ledger. Everyone sees, 

and you accomplish automatic fulfillment. Brokers, real estate agents, hard money lenders, 

and any associated with the property game can profit. 

[4.3] Insurance 

Insurance sector can use smart contract to verify the claims raised by customers for settlement 

which can be verified by insurance companies either on vehicle, etc. Smart contract will 

provide valuable information about different related thing like whether conditions, road 

conditions, vehicle information, etc. to settle the claims. 

[4.4] Government 

Almost all kind of government sector work can be taken into smart contract For example. 

Voting system which is very rigged, complex and vast system which required temper proof, 

accurate result oriented can be made using smart contracts were ledger-protected votes would 

need to be decoded and require excessive computing power to access. No on has that much 

computing power, so it would need God to hack the system. With smart contracts, volunteers 

can transfer voting online and mass people can participate in voting to choose better 

government. 

[5] CONCLUSION 

All though success of Smart Contracts heavily depends upon the research and new 

methodology and technology improvement to implement smart contracts all most all possible 

contracts, agreements which makes it temper proof and highly secure. No doubt to say that 

smart contracts as wave of future which is surely going to replace all traditional way of doing 

contracts. Smart contract may make sense for brief, one-off transactions, but for longer 

relationships and high value deals, it is still unlikely that businesses would be willing to go 

for smart contracts rather than traditional one. Future is near to see involvement of 

government and judicial system to make smart contract mandatory in order to make corrupt 

free governance which is still depends upon wiliness of state of mind of people who are in 

power.  
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